1. Please list Corey, Corey, & Callanan's eight steps in making ethical decisions.

   A. Specifically, what did the Policy Statement identify as appropriate and inappropriate actions with respect to participation in and presence at the commission of an act of assisted suicide?
   B. What seemed to be the basis for identifying the particular “inappropriate action” as inappropriate?
   C. If a social worker complied with the Policy Statement about the “inappropriate action,” explain how this would affect the client’s autonomy (right to self-determination) with respect to a personal end-of-life decision?

3. Please list and define the four elements that make up malpractice.

4. What is countertransference? According to the text, there are eight ways that countertransference can present an ethical concern. Please list them and the likely reason for them.

5. Seven situations were listed which abrogate privileged communication. Please list them.

6. The NASW Code of Ethics outlines six core values and associated ethical principles. Please list them.